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Disclaimer

This presentation may contain forward looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties. Actual future 

performance, outcomes and results may differ materially from those expressed in forward looking statements as a 

result of a number of risks, uncertainties and assumptions. Representative examples of these factors include (without 

limitation) general industry and economic conditions, interest rate trends, cost of capital and capital availability, 

competition from other companies, shifts in customer demands, customers and partners, changes in operating 

expenses, including employee wages, benefits and training, governmental and public policy changes and the 

continued availability of financing in the amounts and the terms necessary to support future business. You are 

cautioned not to place undue reliance on these presentation and the information contain therein, which are based on 

current view of management on future events.

Without prejudice to or derogating from the generality of the foregoing, no representation or assurance is given by 

Riverstone that this presentation contain all information that an investor may require. To the extent permitted by 

applicable law, Riverstone or its related persons (and their respective directors, associates, connected persons and/or 

employees) shall not be liable in any manner whatsoever for any consequences (including but not limited to any direct, 

indirect or consequential losses, loss of profits and damages) arising from the reliance or use of the information 

contain in this presentation.

Investors are advised to make their own independent evaluation from this presentation, consider their own individual 

investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs and consult their own professional and financial 

advisers as the legal, business, financial, tax and other aspects as investors may regard as relevant.  
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Financial Highlights 

4Q2011 & FY2011
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Rising Revenues (RM ‘million)
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155.7

272.8

221.9

221.5

60.0
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Steady Net Profit  

30.3

38.6
40.4
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Margins under pressure
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Reasons for margin decline

Change in product mix

Weakening of US$ 

Rise in material price in 2nd half of 2011

Thai floods in 4th quarter of 2011
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Strong and Healthy Balance Sheet
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Dividend
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* Include a Proposed final tax-exempt dividend of 3.7 sen per ordinary share for FY 
2011 pending shareholders approval.
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Outlook
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Update on Expansion Plan
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Production Capacity
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Expansion Plan

Malaysia Plants

3 dipping lines in 2012

Total capacity is 300 mil/year
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Looking Forward

Positive:

1. Higher Production volume 
Plan to increase from 2.5 billion gloves to 2.8 billion gloves per 
year

2. Electronics industry is recovering from Thailand floods, 
cleanroom gloves demand will improve this year

3. Healthcare gloves will continue to grow

4. Full year impact of capacity added since 3Q2011 

5. Secure more long term orders for customised healthcare 
gloves
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Looking Forward

Challenges:

1) Continuous fluctuation of US$

2) Raw Material prices

3) Operation costs – labour costs, utilities costs (gas and 
electricity)
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Action Plan

Increase semi-automation and full-automation

Achieve balanced use of biomass and gas

Develop new market segment within cleanroom sector

Improve operational efficiency across the Group

� Streamlining of manufacturing process in China plant

� Refurbish old lines for higher production capacity
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RIVERSTONE HOLDINGS LIMITED

Thank You
Q&A


